
Improving Your Sales & Marketing Strategy
with Account Based  Marketing

Case study



ABM is nothing new
Account Based Marketing, or “ABM” as we acronym loving
marketers like to call it – has been around as long as marketing
and sales existed. It may have fallen to sales to do in the past. But
it’s not a new strategy for any B2B organisation.

What are the benefits?
A more focused sales and marketing
strategy, a better customer experience,
an improved sales-marketing
relationship, and, of course, more
revenue. 

By cutting down on unnecessary sales
introductions you can

Also known as key account marketing, in a nutshell it's a strategic
approach to business marketing in which an organization considers
and communicates with individual prospect or customer accounts as
markets of one. 

create a more personalized buying
experience, 
increasing the likelihood that a lead
will turn into a closed deal.
focus on the right leads from the
start, rather than chasing down dead-
ends

Kingpin used ABM
tactics to help a
global technology
provider connect with
61% of their top tier
 list 



Define and understand your target audience, and how to engage
with them.

Precisely define target organisations and desired contacts to
help clearly define your targeting parameters. 

Assess your content catalogue  to understand how they can
appeal to your audience, and what stage of the marketing
process they should be used in.

The road to ABM success
- 4 key stages

Appraise your target organisation’s current engagement with
your offerings.

In-depth research of your target organisation’s current setup,
pain-points, decision making setup and process to tailor-make
your engagement with and follow-up with them.

Examine the amount your target organisations currently visit
your website, and what content they consume to build an idea of
their current level of engagement.

Educate your audience in your brand and offerings and begin
guiding them through the purchasing cycle.

Banner activity targeted to your target accounts to drive
education, engagement and conversions.

Meticulously optimised Adwords activity to drive conversions
and capitalise on organic and marketing-fed Search activity.

Outbound telemarketing to generate leads, nurture existing
contacts and help guide prospects through the purchase cycle.

Educate your audience in your brand and offerings and begin
guiding them through the purchasing cycle.

Banner activity targeted to your target accounts to drive
education, engagement and conversions.

Meticulously optimised Adwords activity to drive conversions
and capitalise on organic and marketing-fed Search activity.

Outbound telemarketing to generate leads, nurture existing
contacts and help guide prospects through the purchase cycle.
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The Challenge

Identify and understand target audiences across EMEA and provide insights on
prospect buying journey: Kingpin carried out a telephone based profiling
exercise to determine:

A. number of Decision Makers involved within Flash related projects
B. Current pain points being faced within existing solutions
C. Potential barriers to engage with SanDisk solutions
 
With stakeholders identified, Kingpin designed and executed a campaign based
around online and offline executions to ignite the audience and generate interest
for the client's solutions

The client is an American global company that designs, develops and
manufactures flash memory storage devices and software and the third-largest
manufacturer of flash memory in the world.

Identification and evaluation

of all target accounts profiled

companies & 19,000 contacts
engaged with

BANT profiles completed

50%

266

124%



Engagement

Capture contact names and details from the client's target account list. 
Provide in depth understanding of the client's target account list 
Increase awareness levels of the client within their target account list.

The Challenge

The tactics

At some point during the buying

process, conversations need to take

place and key to the success of this

campaign was the deployment of

telephone based profiling calls. These

were used to gain valuable insights into

the buying intent of the client's target

accounts that would not have been

possible through purely digital tactics.

The results

1 mil 300 25

1,000,000 impressions
within a target account

list of 100

300 net new names
within target accounts

25 profiled accounts

A leading US security software firm challenged Kingpin to get under the
bonnet of their key prospects in order to:



The Challenge

• Connect with key audiences across 2200 target accounts 
• Increase awareness, penetration and engagement with a core set of target  
 accounts and “look alike” companies with a priority on 'M1 accounts'
• Increase awareness and consideration for client's solution

The Results

2,100 total leads 8,134 total conversions

$11:$1 influenced pipeline ratio 14,238 total clicks

63%
36%

39%
of tier 1 accounts

interacted 

of target accounts
interacted

of tier 1 accounts
engaged with

campaign content

The client is a publicly held American technology company that develops
products for online messaging, marketing, and analytics.

Kingpin were asked to (across EMEA and US):

Reduction in costs of MQL

Increased penetration to target accounts

Full analysis of organisation interaction and engagement  

Optimisations for subsequent quarter enabled through
measurement 

Highlights

Penetration



Kingpin is a b2b marketing agency that think and act differently. We’re smart
about how we use data. By engaging directly with tech buyers, we understand not
only what audiences are doing and how they’re doing it, but why they’re doing it.
This allows us to deliver more compelling and impactful results for our clients in

the tech industry.

Founded in
1997

100% B2B
technology

focused

Transparent

Media
agnostic

International Accountable



kingpincomms.com

Find out how account base
marketing can help your
pipeline

UK: +44 20 7803 1000
US: +1 415 793 8370


